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ABSTRACT
A number of X-ray binaries exhibit clear evidence for the presence of disk winds in the high/soft state. A
promising driving mechanism for these outflows is mass loss driven by the thermal expansion of X-ray heated
material in the outer disk atmosphere. Higginbottom & Proga recently demonstrated that the properties of
thermally-driven winds depend critically on the shape of the thermal equilibrium curve, since this determines
the thermal stability of the irradiated material. For a given spectral energy distribution, the thermal equilib-
rium curve depends on exact balance between the various heating and cooling mechanisms at work. Most
previous work on thermally-driven disk winds relied an analytical approximation to these rates. Here, we use
the photoionization code CLOUDY to generate realistic heating and cooling rates which we then use in a 2.5D
hydrodynamic model computed in ZEUS to simulate thermal winds in a typical black-hole X-ray binary. We
find that these heating and cooling rates produce a significantly more complex thermal equilibrium curve, with
dramatically different stability properties. The resulting flow, calculated in the optically thin limit, is qualita-
tively different from flows calculated using approximate analytical rates. Specifically, our thermal disk wind is
much denser and slower, with a mass-loss rate that is a factor of two higher and characteristic velocities that
are a factor of three lower. The low velocity of the flow – vmax ' 200 km s−1 – may be difficult to reconcile
with observations. However, the high mass-loss rate – 15× the accretion rate – is promising, since it has the
potential to destabilize the disk. Thermally-driven disk winds may therefore provide a mechanism for state
changes.
Keywords: accretion, accretion disks - hydrodynamics - methods: numerical - X-rays: binaries

1. INTRODUCTION

Disk winds are seen in a range of accreting objects, from
cataclysmic variables (CVs) to active galactic nuclei (AGN).
The existence of these outflows is inferred from the presence
of blue-shifted absorption features, and detailed analysis of
these features can provide information regarding the ioniza-
tion state, geometry and kinematics of the flow.

Amongst the many classes of objects exhibiting such blue
shifted absorption lines are X-ray binaries (XRBs). These are
thought to be systems in which a neutron star (NS) or black
hole (BH) is accreting material from a companion star. XRBs
are further subdivided into two classes. In high-mass XRBs
(HMXBs), the compact object has a massive companion and
often accretes material from the wind of this early-type star.
By contrast, low-mass XRBs (LMXBs) contain late-type sec-
ondaries, and accretion is always driven by Roche-lobe over-
flow from these donors. Our focus here is on LMXBs.

LMXBs are highly variable, exhibiting dramatic changes
in their spectral energy distribution (SED). Sometimes they
exhibit a blackbody disk-like spectrum (referred to as the
‘high/soft’ state), and sometimes the SED is dominated by a
hard power-law spectrum (the ‘low/hard’ state). This second
state is often accompanied by a radio jet which disappears

as the source transitions into the high/soft state (Fender et al.
2004). The X-ray signatures of highly ionized gas have been
observed in more than a dozen LMXBs (Díaz Trigo & Boirin
2016, and refs therein), with 8 showing evidence of an out-
flow. Outflows are always seen in systems in the high/soft
state that are viewed close to edge-on(Ponti et al. 2012). The
most likely candidate for this outflowing gas is an equatorial
wind arising from the accretion disk, although the mecha-
nism for launching and accelerating such XRB winds is still
a subject of active research.

One promising possibility is that the wind is thermally
driven, with the upper surface of the accretion disk puffing
up as it is heated by X-rays from the inner disk and corona.
Expansion of this gas as it is further heated then accelerates
the material away from the central object as a wind. Such
winds are expected to arise at fairly large distances from
the central object, where the local isothermal sound speed
at the Compton temperature exceeds the local escape veloc-
ity (Begelman et al. 1983; Woods et al. 1996). Alternative
wind-driving mechanisms include acceleration via magneto-
centrifugal forces (e.g. Blandford & Payne 1982; Emmering
et al. 1992; Miller et al. 2006; Chakravorty et al. 2016) and
radiation pressure acting on electrons or spectral lines (e.g.
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Icke 1980; Shlosman & Vitello 1993; Shlosman et al. 1985;
Proga & Kallman 2002).

In order to test these models, we must rely upon measure-
ments of the kinematics of the wind from spectral features.
The observationally inferred wind velocities are typcially be-
tween about 400 km s−1 and 3000 km s−1 across both BH and
NS systems (Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2016), although one system
does show a marginal detection of higher velocity gas (King
et al. 2012). Photoionization modelling can also provide esti-
mates of the column density of the absorbing gas, along with
its ionization parameter. The inferred columns lie between
about 5× 1020 and 1024 cm−2 (Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2016),
with the plasma in a highly ionized state (logξ ≥ 3). The
ionization parameter ξ is defined here as ξ = LX/nr2 where
LX is the X-ray luminosity, r is the distance between the gas
and the X-ray source, and n is the gas density.

Focusing on thermally driven disk winds, Higginbottom &
Proga (2015, hereafter HP15) took a hydrodynamical model
of such an outflow first developed by Luketic et al. (2010,
hereafter L10) and investigated its sensitivity to changes in
the assumed heating and cooling rates. They found that a
reduction in line cooling (which could perhaps reflect opti-
cal depth effects) and an increase in photoionization heating
(which could perhaps mimic SED effects) could significantly
increase the mass-loss rate via the thermal wind, from about
4 times the accretion rate to over 40 times. Such a high mass-
loss rate would be expected to destabilise the disk and could
perhaps supply a mechanism for state change (Shields et al.
1986). In addition, the velocities of the outflowing gas ap-
proached those inferred from X-ray observations.

These results demonstrated that heating and cooling rates
are critical in the launching and acceleration of thermally
driven disk winds. However, the rates used in L10 were an-
alytical approximations to more complex underlying rates,
and the HP15 simply added multiplicative factors to these
approximations. Given the sensitivity of the outflow prop-
erties to heating and cooling found in HP15, we decided to
carry out a new set of simulations with more detailed and re-
alistic heating and cooling rates. We continue to use the hy-
drodynamics code ZEUS (Stone & Norman 1992), extended
by (Proga et al. 2000), but now we use the radiative transfer
and ionization code CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013) to com-
pute heating and cooling rates for the model. This work is
part of an ongoing push towards full radiation hydrodynamic
simulations of thermally-driven disk winds that will be able
to take full account of frequency dependant optical depth ef-
fects.

2. METHOD

Radiative heating enters the equations of hydrodynamics
via the energy conservation equation

ρ
D
Dt

(
e
ρ

)
= −P∇·v +ρL, (1)

where L is the net heating rate per unit mass e is the inter-
nal energy density, and v is the velocity. The first term on
the right hand side of the equation represents adiabatic heat-
ing/cooling, whilst the second term represents the radiative

heating/cooling. Thermal conduction (TC) can also be an im-
portant process in setting the thermal balance in X-ray coro-
nae (e.g. Jimenez-Garate et al. 2001). Therefore, we com-
puted the TC contribution to the gas heating/cooling using
our solution and compared this contribution with all terms in
Eq. 1. We found that in the thermal wind part of our solu-
tion, the conduction is negligible compared to adiabatic cool-
ing and radiative heating. As expected the conduction rate
reaches a maximum where the temperature increases most
rapidly but even there the conduction rate is two order of
magnitude lower than the adiabatic rate. This comparison
indicates that TC has a small effect on the X-ray winds.

In the optically thin limit, for a given illuminating SED, L
is a function of plasma temperature T, and ionization param-
eter ξ, defined here as

ξ =
Lx

nHr2 , (2)

where LX is the X-ray luminosity (integrated from 13.6eV
to infinity), nH is the Hydrogen number density of the gas,
and r is the distance between the source of ionizing flux and
the gas. Note that this definition is slightly different to that
used in HP15. This rescaling is motivated by the aims of our
current project, in which we aim to use heating and cooling
rates calculated directly from photoionization codes rather
than from the parametrised equations calculated by (Blondin
1994, hereafter B94) which were used in HP15. Since the
ionization parameter is defined in both XSTAR and CLOUDY
as a ratio between the ionizing radiation (either energy or
photon flux) and the Hydrogen density, choosing this defini-
tion of ξ simplifies comparisons between the codes.

The heating and cooling rates parametrised by the ‘Blondin
equations’ from B94 include expressions for net Compton
heating (GCompton) and bremsstrahlung cooling (Lb) both de-
rived from first principles, and X-ray heating (GX ) and line
cooling (Ll), which are fits to rates calculated from XSTAR
simulations (Blondin et al. 1990). Line cooling represents the
energy lost from the plasma to the photon field due to bound-
bound and free-bound interactions, whilst X-ray heating rep-
resents heating caused by bound-free (photoionization) inter-
actions. These equations enter Equation 1 via

ρL = nHne(GCompton + GX − Ll − Lb). (3)

Whilst the Blondin equations provide reasonable estimates
of the heating and cooling rates, particularly for Compton
and bremsstrahlung effects, the line cooling and X-ray heat-
ing rates are fits to more complex underlying data. Using
these equations is computationally efficient. However, here
we are interested in seeing how the details of the heating and
cooling rates affect the solutions. In addition, the simulations
used to generate the fits are some 25 years old, and it is worth
updating the simulations with improved and more complete
atomic data and codes. To achieve this, we compute heating
and cooling rates in CLOUDY from a model consisting of a
thin shell of plasma surrounding a point-like central radia-
tion source. We vary the ionization parameter and temper-
ature in the shell in order to produce a grid of heating and
cooling rates which are supplied to ZEUS via look-up tables.
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These are used to obtain L at each hydrodynamic time step
via bilinear interpolation in log(ξ,T) space.

In order to compare with the simulations presented by
HP15, we use the same SED that was used to compute
the Blondin heating and cooling rates.1 B94 used XS-
TAR to compute these rates, and the adopted SED was a
Bremsstrahlung spectrum of the form

fν ∼ exp(−hν/kBTX ). (4)

The net heating and cooling rates include all heating and
cooling mechanisms included in version 13 of CLOUDY, with
the exception of induced Compton heating, which we re-
move.This mechanism would not be expected to be impor-
tant in a real system, and only appears in our thin shell model
because the CLOUDY Bremsstrahlung SED does not have a
lower frequency cut-off. This means that the radiation den-
sity exceeds that of a blackbody at low temperatures. As in
HP15, we make the assumption that the wind is optically thin
when computing ξ in each cell.

The simulations are carried out on a spherical polar grid,
running from 0◦ to 90◦ in polar angle (90◦ representing the
mid-plane) and from Rin to Rout in radius. In the radial dimen-
sion, the spacing between grid points increases with radius,
such that drk+1/drk = 1.02 thereby giving greater resolution
in the inner parts of the flow. Conversely, going from the
polar direction towards the disk, the angular grid spacing de-
creases, such that dθk+1/dθk = 0.95. This gives more resolu-
tion near the disk, where we expect any flow will be accel-
erating, and therefore changing density, velocity and temper-
ature quickly. A reflecting boundary condition (BC) is used
along the midplane, outflow BCs at the inner and outer radial
edges and a rotational BC along the axis of rotational sym-
metry. A density floor of 10−22g cm−3 is applied throughout
the model.

The initial state of the simulation is a hydrostatically sup-
ported disk, with the density along the mid-plane set by

ρ(r) = ρ0

(
r

RIC

)−2

, (5)

where RIC is the Compton radius, i.e. the radius at which the
local isothermal sound speed (at the Compton temperature,
TIC) is equal to the escape velocity,

RIC =
GMBHµmH

kBTIC
. (6)

Here, MBH is the mass of the central object and µ is the mean
molecular mass (set to 0.6 in these simulations). RIC is the
radius beyond which one would expect a thermal wind to
arise. For a black hole mass of 7M�, and for the Compton
temperature TIC = 1.4×107K, RIC = 4.8×1011 cm.

The choice of the value of ρ0 sets the ionization parame-
ter at the midplane. In order to explain the significance of
this choice, we briefly discuss the schematic stability curve
shown in Figure 1. The familiar ‘s’ shaped curve, formed by

1 It should be noted that this method permits any SED to be used in calcu-
lating the heating and cooling rates, and so future simulations using observed
SEDs are possible.

Figure 1. An schematic thermal equilibrium curve showing parts
of the phase space where heating exceeds cooling and vice versa.
The location of ξcool,max, the maximum ionization parameter on the
cool stable branch is indicated by a triangle, and ξhot,min, the lowest
ionization parameter on the hot stable branch is indicated by a star.
The dotted part of the thermal equilibrium curve is unstable.

the two thick lines connected by the dotted line, represents
the points on the phase diagram where heating is equal to
cooling (the quantity ξ/T is inversely proportional to pres-
sure). For gas in thermal equilibrium on either of the two
thick lines, the equilibrium is stable. For example, if it is
heated up in some way, it enters a part of the phase diagram
where the cooling rate exceeds the heating rate, so it will
cool back to the equilibrium state. Similarly, if gas is cooled
away from from such locations on the thermal equilibrium
curve, it finds itself in a regime where heating exceeds cool-
ing, restoring the equilibrium. The situation is different for
gas in thermal equilibrium on the dotted line. If such a par-
cel of gas is heated up, it moves into a region where heating
exceeds cooling, so it will continue to heat up until it reaches
the upper portion of thermal equilibrium curve – the hot sta-
ble branch. Likewise, if gas is cooled it will enter the part of
the phase diagram where the cooling rate exceeds the heating
rate. It will continue to cool until it reaches the cool stable
branch. Thus the dotted part of the S-curve is thermally un-
stable.

In our simulations, we are interested in modelling outflow-
ing gas arising from the surface of an accretion disk. Points
lying on the cool stable branch are in thermal equilibrium
at a relatively low temperature, and do not contribute to any
outflow. They can be considered to be a part of a stable accre-
tion disk atmosphere and we therefore wish to exclude such
cells from our simulation. Maximum heat input to the gas
is achieved for gas with an ionization parameter of ξcool,max,
indicated by a triangle on Figure 1. Assuming that the gas
is free to expand, this increase in internal energy will result
in acceleration of the gas. Gas lying at this point which is
heated up slightly has the maximum change in temperature
and hence change in internal energy before reaching the up-
per stable branch. The temperature of the gas at ξcool,max,
Tcool,max is therefore also important. The cooler the gas is at
this point, the greater the potential heat input is, and therefore
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Figure 2. Stability curves computed from a thin shell CLOUDY
model (dashed line) and that for the parametrised heating and cool-
ing rates used in HP15 (solid line). The second y-axis shows the
RMS thermal velocity for gas at these temperatures, and the two
horizontal lines show the escape velocity at 1RIC and 10RIC.

the greater the acceleration. In the absence of strong mag-
netic fields, this change takes place at constant pressure and
the gas parcels will follow a vertical track on this diagram.
We therefore set ρ0 so that gas at the midplane has this value
of ξ and thus can be considered to be the uppermost thermally
stable surface of the accretion disk atmosphere. The initial
temperature for cells along the midplane is set according to
the standard thin disk approximation (Shakura & Sunyaev
1973) with other cells set to the same effective temperature
as the midplane cell vertically below them.

We have carried out two new simulations. Firstly, we use
the Blondin equations, with no prefactors applied to com-
pute the heating and cooling rates - our baseline test. This is
broadly comparable to Model A in HP15, and we refer to it
as the ‘Blondin run’. Secondly, we have carried out a sim-
ulation where the heating and cooling rates are set using the
CLOUDY lookup table described above. We refer to this run
as the ‘Cloudy run’.

Figure 2 shows the stability curves for the Blondin equa-
tions, and the CLOUDY simulations. The location of ξcool,max
is indicated on each one by a triangle. It is clear that the
shape of the CLOUDY curve is more complex2, showing an
intermediate stable zone at a temperature of about 2× 105

K. Instability sets in once more at the location shown by a
square. We also show the isothermal sound speed on the sec-
ond axis and the escape velocity at 1 and 10RIC. We see that
gas on the upper stable branch has a thermal velocity in ex-
cess of the escape velocity at 1RIC as expected.

Another important parameter is the temperature at which
gas parcels heating up at constant pressure from ξcool,max in-
tersect with the stability curve once more, Thot,min. The dif-
ference between this and Tcool,maxis a measure of how much
energy can be absorbed by the gas as it heats up in the un-

2 See Dyda et al. (2016) for the effect on the stability curve of a range of
different SEDs.

Physical Parameters Blondin Extended
Blondin

Cloudy Extended
Cloudy

MBH (M�) 7 7 7 7
TX (106 K) 56 56 56 56
LX (1037 ergs s−1) 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
log(ξcold,max) 2.10 2.10 1.226 1.226
log(Ξcold,max) 1.33 1.33 0.877 0.877
Teq(ξcold,max) (103 K) 111 111 43.7 43.7
ρ0 (10−12 g cm−3) 2.75 2.75 20.3 20.3
RIC (1011 cm) 4.82 4.82 4.82 4.82
Grid parameters
Rmin(1010 cm) 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
Rmax(1010 cm) 96 960 96 960
Rdisk(1010 cm) 96 96 96 96
Rratio 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
NR 80 200 80 200
θmin 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
θmax 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0
θratio 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Nθ 100 100 100 100
Derived wind properties
Vr (ρ> 1×1012)
max,blueshifted (km s−1) 79 78 21 19
nH (60◦) (1022 cm−2) 2.9 3.3 3.6 4.7
nH (80◦) (1022 cm−2) 16 17 62 63
Ṁwind,outer (1018 g s−1) 3.4 3.6 2.3 6.7
Ṁwind,outer (Ṁacc) 7.8 8.2 5.2 15

Table 1. The heating and cooling parameters adopted in the simu-
lations, and some key parameters of the resulting winds.

stable part of the stability plot. The fact that the value of
Tcool,max, is lower for the Cloudy run would tend to suggest
that more energy can be absorbed in this case, but the pres-
ence of the intermediate stable zone and the relatively low
value of Thot,min means that this is not the case.

In order to make the comparison a fair one, we set the mid-
plane density in a comparable way for both runs. As in HP15,
we choose to set the density such that the ionization parame-
ter at the midplane is equal to ξcool,max. 3 For the Blondin run,
this is slightly different from the density used in HP15 be-
cause of the rescaling of ξ. This change results in an increase
from ρ0 = 1.14×10−12 g cm3 to 2.75×10−12 g cm3. For the
Cloudy run ρ0 = 2.03× 10−11g cm−3. For all the runs we set
LX = 3.3×1037 ergs s−1 which implies an accretion rate of
Ṁacc = 4.4×1017 g s−1 (assuming an efficiency of 8.3% for
MBH = 7M�).

3. RESULTS

3 Note that since both the midplane density and flux drop off as r−2 the
ionization parameter is constant in all midplane cells. This is not to say
we suggest that the radial drop off in density is a realistic parametrisation
of the density drop off at any given depth within the disk, rather that we
assume that there will be some depth within the disk atmosphere at which
the ionization parameter will be equal to ξcool,max. We would expect the
denser disk photosphere to exist below this point.
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Figure 3. Comparison between two wind geometries. Left hand panels are for Blondin run, right hand panels for Cloudy run. Grey lines show
streamlines, and the black line shows the location of the Mach1 surface (seen as two ’v’ shaped features at the outer edge of the Blondin run,
and only barely visible at the top of the Cloudy run). The two dotted lines show the location of the 60◦and 80◦sightlines The two lower panels
show the location of all the cells in each model on a phase diagram. The contours show the net heating/cooling rate and the equilibrium curve
is plotted as a thick black line.
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The top two panels of Figure 3 show the density and ve-
locity structure of the Blondin run (left) compared to Cloudy
run (right). It is immediately clear that the equatorial flow is
much slower in the new run, although it is denser. We com-
pute a mass outflow rate through the outer simulation bound-
ary by performing the summation

Ṁ =
∑

vrρdA (7)

over all of the outer radial cells. As we would expect, the
Blondin run has a very similar structure to model A in HP15,
although the outflow rate is doubled to about 3.4×1018 g s−1

(8 Ṁacc). This is because the midplane density in the new
simulation is roughly twice that of the older run for the same
value of ξ because of the revised definition of ξ.

The Cloudy run has a somewhat variable outflow rate with
time, failing to settle down to a steady state even after 107

seconds of simulation time (which represents at least 32
sound crossing times, calculated by dividing the radial ex-
tent of the model by the slowest isothermal sound speed
seen in any cell). The mean mass outflow rate over the last
106s is 2.3× 1018 g s−1 (5 Ṁacc) with a standard deviation
of 2.9× 1017 g s−1. This instability suggests that in this run
our domain size may not be large enough to capture any sta-
ble outflow, and we are instead only simulating the turbulent
‘corona’ which exists in the original model, but only in the
inner 0.5 RIC.

There is a clear density ‘step’ at around 85◦in the Cloudy
run. This is caused by the intermediate stable zone on the
stability curve. Previous studies have noted the presence of
intermediate stable zones. For example one of the stability
curves used by Nayakshin et al. (2000) had an intermedi-
ate zone which could ‘interrupt’ the heating of plasma from
the cool stable branch to the hot stable branch. However an
investigation of the effect on gas dynamics was beyond the
scope of their study. The standard AGN SED used by Woods
et al. (1996) also gave rise to a stability curve with an inter-
mediate stable zone. In this case, because the intermediate
unstable zone exists at a lower value of ξ/T than ξcool,max/T,
it is not possible for gas heating up from the cool branch to
reach this area of the stability curve and so there is no corre-
sponding density step.

The lower two panels of Figure 3 shows where all cells
in each model lies on a phase diagram. Also plotted are con-
tours of heating and cooling rate and the stability curve where
the heating and cooling rates are equal. The left hand panel
shows the familiar behavior of a simulation with a ‘normal’
S curve with just one unstable zone. The black crosses show
the location of cells in the midplane, and as expected they all
lie at the same point; the last stable point on the lower tem-
perature branch. There is then a vertical line of cells show-
ing cells heating up at constant pressure just above the mid-
plane. Adiabatic cooling (and sometimes heating) explains
why cells do not always lie on the stability curve.

In contrast, in the Cloudy run, there is a second cluster
of cells around the intermediate stable zone on the stability
curve (circled in the lower right panel of Figure 3). These are
the dense cells seen on the contour plot. Because the cells
are on a stable part of the stability curve, they heat up only

slowly since radiative cooling is able to almost balance the
heating. An outflow does not form. Once the gas heats up
enough to reach the upper limit of the second stable zone,
they heat up more quickly; however the start of the upper
stable branch occurs at a much lower temperature than in the
original simulation (around 6×105K vs 3×106K). Since the
unstable heating process starts at a higher temperature, there
is significantly less energy deposited into the gas, and so the
final outflow is much slower and unstable.

In order to see if a stable outflow forms at larger radii, we
next extend the simulation domain size. However this re-
quires care, since the accretion disk in an LMXB has to fit
within the primary’s Roche lobe. An estimate of the maxi-
mum disk size in a binary system is provided by the radius
of the last non-intersecting particle orbit around the accretor.
This is given by

rd(max)
a

=
0.6

1 + q
(8)

where q is the secondary mass divided by the primary, and a
is the separation of the binary system (Warner 2003). Reli-
able system parameters are available for two black-hole bi-
naries that show clear evidence for disk winds in the soft
state (Ponti et al. 2012): GROJ1655-40 and GRS1915+105.
Using the data from Ritter & Kolb (2003), we calculate
maximum stable disk radii of4.7× 1011 and 3.8× 1012 cm,
respectively. Our initial runs with an outer boundary at
2RIC = 9.6×1011cm therefore represent a reasonable maxi-
mum disk radius; when extending the domain, we need to
modify the simulation so that the disk does not exceed the
size of the binary.

In order to achieve this, the initial density in the new ex-
panded runs is set along the midplane according to the equa-
tion 5 up to a radius of 2RIC. Outside this radius, it is multi-
plied by a factor of exp(20(1 − (r/2RIC))) to produce a steep
but not instant dropoff to the simulation minimum density of
1×10−22 g cm−3

The density at the midplane up to r = 2RIC is reset each cy-
cle, but the midplane density at larger radii is allowed to vary,
with the same density floor applied as in the rest of the model.
The boundary condition varies along the midplane, with the
normal reflecting boundary condition set out to a radius of
2RIC but an outflow condition set at larger radii. The fate of
material flowing ’downwards’ through the outer disk is not
computed, little mass is actually lost through this boundary
so this somewhat unphysical situation does not significantly
affect the results. We compute two new runs with these pa-
rameters, the parameters and some results are summarised in
Table 1. They are labeled "Extended Blondin" and "Extended
Cloudy".

Figure 4 shows the density and velocity distribution of the
two extended runs. The gas continues to accelerate in both
cases, but the extended Cloudy run is still slower than the
Blondin version. It is initially surprising to note that the mass
loss through the outer boundary in the extended Cloudy run
has significantly increased over the smaller domain. The rea-
son is most likely because we do not capture the Mach 1 sur-
face in the small domain, and so the conditions in the larger
run can affect the conditions at the base of the wind. This ef-
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Figure 4. Comparison between two wind geometries with extended simulation domain. The left hand panel shows the extended Blondin
simulation, the right hand panel shows the extended Cloudy run. Grey lines show streamlines, and the black line shows the location of the Mach
surfaces. In each case, the innermost line (seen inside about 2RIC) is the Mach 1 surface. The two dotted lines show the location of the 60◦and
80◦sightlines.

fect is much less in evidence in the Blondin runs, because we
do include most of the Mach 1 surface in the smaller domain.
Figure 5 shows only the inner 2RIC of the extended Cloudy
run, and it is clear that there are differences compared to the
simulation conducted in the smaller domain. The mass loss
seen in the extended Cloudy run, 15Ṁacc, is of the right order
of magnitude to cause instabilities in the disk and perhaps
cause state change (Shields et al. 1986).

4. DISCUSSION

Whilst the overall mass loss rate is significant, it is im-
portant to ask whether this wind would be observable. All
XRBs identified as having outflows exhibit FeXXVI absorp-
tion (Ponti et al. 2012) Some also have FeXXV lines and
the important density diagnostic 11.770/11.920Å forbidden
lines of FeXXII are seen in at least one system (Miller et al.
2006). The typical Hydrogen column density derived from
photoionization modelling of lines seen in outflows is be-
tween 5× 1020 and 1024 cm−2 (Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2016).
The ionization parameter calculated from the same modelling
is in the range log(ξ) ∼ 1.8 − 6 (Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2013)
with most systems characterised by logξ ≥ 3

Figure 6 shows the value of ξ calculated in each cell in the
extended Cloudy model (still in the optically thin limit) and
it confirms that almost the entire model contains gas with
an ionization parameter in the range 3< log(ξ)< 4, in the
middle of the range of observed ionization parameters.

Figure 7 shows the column density through the model for

Hydrogen and the two of the observed Iron species. We see
immediately that the model is somewhat Compton thick for
angles greater than about 84◦. Almost all sightlines have a
Hydrogen column density in the observed range, with more
equatorial sightlines matching the higher estimates.

Figure 7 also shows the column density of these three iron
species through the model. The relative abundances of these
ions is computed using the same lookup table method as we
used to calculate the heating and cooling rates. The same thin
shell CLOUDY model is used to produce these abundance ta-
bles. In the optically thin limit, an estimate of the equivalent
width of lines can be obtained from (Matt 1994)

EW = 18.1
(

AFe

3.3×10−5

)(
NH

1022cm−2

)(
flu

0.5

)
fion eV. (9)

where AFe is the iron abundance relative to Hydrogen. Treat-
ing the Iron Kα absorption doublet as a single line with os-
cillator strength flu = 0.46 and assuming all ions are in the
lower level we can estimate the equivalent width of this line
as seen from different angles. This is plotted on figure 7as
the dashed curve. Where outflows are detected, they are typ-
ically at the level of 10eV and greater Ponti et al. (2012) so
based upon this simple estimate, we would expect this wind
to be detectable for viewing angles of about 50◦and greater.

Whilst this simple calculation demonstrates that that the
simulation produces a gas distribution that would be de-
tectable, at least in the Iron Kα absorption line, it does not
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Figure 5. Inner 2RIC of the extended domain simulation using
CLOUDY heating and cooling rates

Figure 6. Ionization parameter recorded in extended cloudy model

Figure 7. Column density of Hydrogen and two Iron species through
the extended cloudy model. The horizontal dashed line shows the
value of 1/σT, and the dashed curve (plotted on the right hand axis)
shows the predicted equivent width of an Iron Kα absorption feature

demonstrate that it would produce the blue-shifted features
that suggest outflows. Indeed the velocity profiles shown
in figures 3-5 show that the typical velocities in the Cloudy
models are 100-200kms−1 with the dense parts of the wind
(nH > 1×1012 cm−3) showing outflow velocities of less than
100 kms−1. Typical velocities seen in LMXB outflows are
between 400 and 3000 kms−1 (Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2016), so
the wind produced here is certainly at the lower end of ob-
served velocities. The production of detailed synthetic spec-
tra is beyond the scope of this work. However, we can com-
pute a simple line profile for the Iron Kα absorption feature
that we have just demonstrated is likely to be visible.

The absorption coefficient for a spectral line, neglecting
collisional de-excitation is given by

α(ν) =
πe2

mec
φ(ν)nl flu, (10)

where nl is the number density of the lower ion and φν is the
line profile function, which we treat as a thermally broadened
Gaussian. For each radial cell, we compute the line opacity
as a function of frequency, Doppler shifted to the radial ve-
locity of that cell. We then compute a total, frequency de-
pendent optical depth for a given sightline by performing a
summation over each cell i, with absorption coefficient αi(ν)
and radial extent ∆ri in that sightline;

τ (ν) =
i=outer∑
i=inner

αi(ν)∆ri. (11)

We then produce a synthetic line profile using

F(ν) = e−τ (ν) (12)

Figure 8 shows the resulting line profiles for two view-
ing angles. We see that there are two features at each angle.
There are black absorption features at the rest velocity, some-
what narrower at 60◦than at 80◦. This is produced by mate-
rial at small radii, where the gas is dense but slow moving.
The fact that the lines are saturated means that strictly speak-
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Figure 8. Synthetic Iron Kα lines at 60◦(black) and 80◦(red) for the
extended Cloudy simulation

ing Equation 9 is not universally applicable in the model; We
would expect the EW to reach a maximum value as the lines
saturate. Nonetheless, the statement that the wind should
produce observable lines is still reasonable although the ac-
tual values of EW shown on Figure 7 should be taken as up-
per limits. The figures in Table 1 for the radial velocities of
the high density plasma in the simulations underline the fact
that where the gas is dense, it is slow moving. There are
only two observed systems where densities of the absorbing
gas have been estimated (Schulz et al. 2008; Kallman et al.
2009) and in those cases fast moving (around 400 km s−1) gas
with number densities of 1013 −1015 cm−3 was observed. Our
maximum radial blue shifted velocities for gas with density
above 1012 cm−3 are less than 100 km s−1 in all cases, slower
in the two Cloudy runs than in the Blondin runs. There is a
second feature at about 200 km s−1 produced by the more ten-
uous accelerated gas at larger radii. This underlines the fact
that this outflow is significantly slower than most reported in
the literature. It is interesting to note, however, that the mass
loss rate is still significant, confirming the results of Luketic
et al. (2010) and HP15.

Our next project is to compute the heating and cooling
rates using a full treatment of radiative transfer (RT). How-
ever, it is instructive to calculate whether it is likely that this
will have an effect. We can assess this by checking whether
the plasma at the base of the wind is optically thin to its own
line radiation. This is important, since line cooling is the
dominant cooling mechanism at the base of the wind. If the
line radiation is unable to escape, then the thermal balance
will change significantly.

The optical depth of a spectral line in an expanding spher-
ical atmosphere is given by (Castor et al. 1975)

τL = κLρvth

∣∣∣∣dv
dr

∣∣∣∣−1

, (13)

where vth is the thermal velocity of the gas, and the final
term is the velocity gradient. This equation is a form of the
Sobolev approximation. κL is the monochromatic line ab-
sorption coefficient, per unit mass, divided by the line profile

function (∆vD = ν0vth/c),

κL =
πe2

mc
g1 f

(
n1

g1
−

n2

g2

)
1

∆vD

1
ρ

(14)

Substituting for κL, assuming all ions are in the ground
state (n2 = 0) and simplifying we obtain

τL =
πe2

mc
n1 f

c
ν0

∣∣∣∣dv
dr

∣∣∣∣−1

. (15)

Line cooling dominates the cooling rate at the midplane of
the simulation, and the main cooling line for ξ = ξcool,max = 15
and T = Tcool,max = 4.3×104 K is O VI λ1032/1038 Å, mak-
ing up about 30% of the total cooling rate. Taking this dou-
blet as an example, we can attempt to quantify the effect of
line optical depth on the cooling rate. The oscillator strengths
are f = 0.13,0.07 respectively, we treat them as a single line
with f=0.2. At r = RIC, n1 = nOVI = 6.7×108 cm−3, the verti-
cal velocity gradient at the midplane is very variable, we take
a representative value of dvz/dz = 2×10−4 s−1 (the radial ve-
locity gradient is zero by construction at the midplane, and
the Keplerian velocity shear is an order of magnitude lower
than the vertical velocity gradient). These values give an op-
tical depth of about 2×105, highly optically thick.

The effect of this is complex. The line cooling will likely
be suppressed, however even in a region with such a large op-
tical depth, line radiation can still escape after many scatters.
The degree to which line cooling is suppressed depends on
the chance of an ion collisionally de-exciting during the scat-
tering process. The effect of this is to reduce the line cooling
rate by a factor of A21/τneq21 when the optical depth is large
(Raymond 1993, and private communication). A21 is the Ein-
stein radiative recombination rate and q21 is the collisional
de-excitation rate. For the O VI line, this gives a 45 fold
suppression factor at r = RIC. Although this factor decreases
with radius there will certainly be an effect on the wind so-
lution; HP15 experimented with suppressing line cooling by
a factor of 5, and this (together with a four-fold increase in
X-ray heating) significantly increased the mass outflow rate
and velocity of the wind. Naturally, the any changes to the
flow will modify the density, temperature and therefore the
suppression factor which will in turn modify the flow. The
forthcoming full RT simulations will capture this behavior.

5. CONCLUSIONS

HP15 demonstrated that the heating and cooling rates are
critical in defining the velocity and density of thermal winds
in LMXBs, as calculated in hydrodynamical simulations.
Modest changes to those rates produced winds with veloc-
ities approaching those seen in observations of LMXBs. The
changes made to the rates were physically motivated but they
were not calculated from the illuminating SED, plasma com-
position or any other physical properties of the systems.

In this study, we replaced the parametrized heating and
cooling curves used by HP15 with more realistic heating and
cooling curves, as calculated with CLOUDY. In our hydrody-
namical simulations using these rates, the resulting outflow
is slower (v . 200 km s−1) than in the simulations carried out
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by HP15. It is also slower than the wind velocities typically
observed in LMXBs, which lie between 400 and 3000 kms−1

(Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2016), However, the overall mass-loss
rate of the outflow is significant (Ṁwind ' 15 Ṁacc) and may
be enough to destabilize the disk and perhaps prompt a state
change.

In addition, the wind arises at rather large distances from
the central object, at least an order of magnitude greater than
the 0.1RIC seen in previous studies (e.g. Begelman et al.
1983; Woods et al. 1996; Proga & Kallman 2002). This is
because gas in the new simulations heats up more slowly as
a result of intermediate stable temperatures existing on the
CLOUDY calculated stability curve, meaning only at larger
radii does the gas gain sufficient thermal energy to escape
the gravitational potential. This is in line with the obser-
vation that outflowing material in LMXBs is only seen in
long period systems (Díaz Trigo & Boirin 2016), although
Miller et al. (2006) found that the outflowing material in
GRO J1655-40 was best modelled by an absorber at about
0.001RIC.

6. FUTURE WORK

The simulations presented here are all calculated in the op-
tically thin limit. In other words the calculation of the ioniza-
tion parameter used to compute the heating and cooling rates

in each cell takes no account of absorption between the cen-
tral X-ray source and the cell in question. Since heating takes
place in all cells, this is incorrect in detail. In fact, we have
shown that the cells closest to the disk in our simulation are
likely to be optically thick to their own line cooling radiation,
and so our next step is to use a full RT code to compute the
heating and cooling rates in each cell, thereby taking account
of all absorption processes. This is a significantly more com-
plex undertaking and will be described in a following paper.

Calculations in this work made use of the Iridis4 Su-
percomputer at the University of Southampton. DP
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ST/M001326/1. KSL acknowledges the support of NASA
for this work through grant NNG15PP48P to serve as a sci-
ence adviser to the Astro-H project We would also like to
thank Stuart Sim and James Matthews for many helpful sug-
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